
Greetings Doctoral Students: 

  

Welcome to a new academic year! We hope that you find the Fall 2014 EdD Newsletter informative and useful. The 

EdD Newsletter offers essential information about doctoral program logistics, job opportunities, events, and much 

more.  It is the primary vehicle for sharing important information about the EdD program, so it is imperative that you 

read it and save it for future reference.  

 

The EdD Office continues to offer programming to support students’ doctoral interests and needs. The EdD Program 

cosponsored a talk by Dr. Peter Gray and hosted a faculty brown bag event with visiting scholar Dr. Doria Daniels (see 

articles on Page 7).  In addition we are offering weekly writing group meetings on Wednesdays at 3:45 PM and held 

two Saturday morning writing boot camps this quarter. These are excellent opportunities to get feedback on your class 

papers or presentations, candidacy and dissertation work, or submissions to conferences or journals.   

 

Student enrolment in the EdD Program has been increasing and therefore courses are likely to fill rather quickly, so be 

sure to register for classes in a timely manner.  

   

Below are a few reminders: 

 It is extremely important to meet with the EdD Academic Advisor Brandon Washington frequently to ensure proper 

course selection and degree progress. Please remember that it is your responsibility to monitor your degree 

progress, so contact Brandon to make an appointment at bwashin3@depaul.edu or 773-325-7495 if you have not 

already done so. 

 Remember to submit dissertation committee, candidacy, and dissertation proposal forms to the EdD Office as you 

accomplish these milestones. This is our only way of keeping track of your progress toward dissertation 

completion.   

 If you have finished coursework, you are expected to submit a Student in Good Standing form to your advisor each 

quarter so you can register for CS/A&S 700. If you fail to register for three quarters in a row, your status will 

change to inactive and you will be required to apply for readmission to the program. 

 The most current EdD Handbook is now online. The handbook has been substantially revised to make it more 

concise and readable, and course offerings and course sequence charts have been updated.  

 

Please make sure to notify The EdD Office if you change your email or would like the newsletter sent to a different 

email address. We also encourage you to share positive program and professional experiences, information, job 

announcements and resources so that we can include them in the newsletter. We’re here to help, so if you have any 

questions please contact Britt Bartholomew, bbartho2@depaul.edu, Melissa Bradford, mbradfo5@depaul.edu, or your 

EdD Program Director Dr. Joby Gardner for Curriculum Studies, jgardne3@depaul.edu, Dr. Gayle Mindes for Early 

Childhood Education, gmindes@depaul.edu, or Fr. Tony Dosen for Education Leadership, 

adosen@depaul.edu. You are also welcome to contact me at ssoltero@depaul.edu. 

We wish you a successful Fall Quarter! 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Sonia Soltero, PhD 

Chair Department of Leadership, Language and Curriculum  

Coordinator of the EdD Program 
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Who’s Who: EDD Program Leadership 

Associate Professor and 

Program Director            

Curriculum Studies 

Associate Professor and 

Program Director       

Education Leadership 

Professor and Program 

Director              

Early Childhood Education 

Dr. Joseph Gardner Dr. Anthony Dosen Dr. Gayle Mindes 

Associate Professor and    

Department Chair, Educational 

Policy Studies and Research  

Dr. Amira Proweller 

Associate Professor and 

Department Chair 

Leadership, Language and 

Curriculum 

Dr. Sonia Soltero 

Welcome, Fall 2014 New Students! 

The DePaul University College of Education welcomed its Fall 2014 doctoral students at a September orientation.  



Message from the EDD Program Advisor 

Hello EDD Students! 

 

Please feel free to make an appointment with me to discuss your EDD program and 

planning.  As your Academic Advisor I typically suggest meeting with students once a 

quarter to make sure you are on track with the course sequence for your program or 

next steps with your dissertation.   

  

An academic advising appointment can help with logistical questions about your 

courses and what forms you may need to complete your dissertation process.  We can 

also discuss the difference between your Faculty Advisor and your Dissertation Chair as 

well of the roles of both positions. Typically my times for office hours are 10-1pm and 2

-4:30pm but I am available for some evening appointments upon request.   

  

If you have questions in the meantime feel free to email, bwashin3@depaul.edu, or call 

me with your inquiries, 773-325-7495. 
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Brandon Washington 

EDD Program Academic Advisor 

The 2014-2015 doctoral class offerings are listed below. 

Please note: two CS 794 classes will be offered in place 

of CS 774 and CS 784. The Winter CS 794—see below.  

The Spring CS 794 will be with Dr. Monkman on Mondays 

5:30-8:45 PM (De/Constructing Gender in Education). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each program concentration in the EDD program requires 

one 4-quarter hour elective.  Any doctoral course (700 or 

above) not fulfilling another requirement can serve as an 

elective. Additionally, the following courses are approved 

as EDD electives:  

 

Options for Electives 

Autumn Winter Spring 

A&S 801 (Th) A&S 811 (T) CS 751 (T) 

A&S 843 (M) A&S 823 (M) CS 794 (T) 

CS 761 (M) CS 704 (W) ECE 714 (M) 

ECE 724 (Th) CS 794 (M) ECE 744 (F) 

SCG 711 (W) ECE 734 (Th) SCG 701 (W) 

 SCG 785 (T) SCG 735 (W) SCG 765 (Th) 

 SCG 745 (Th) SCG 775 (Th) 

2014-2015 Ed.D. Courses and Winter 2014 Electives  

SCG 527 Global Issues in Education 

SCG 611 Proseminar: Philosophical Studies in Education, 

Culture and Ethics 

CS 489 Creativity and Critical Thinking—Vygotsky, 

Bakhtin, Makiguchi, Ikeda  

CS 588 Independent Study in Curriculum Studies 

A&S 598 Independent Study in Educational Leadership 

BBE 404 Language, Literacy and Culture 

BBE 466 First and Second Language Acquisition 

BBE 510 Special Topics in Language Education 

BBE 526 Theoretical Foundations of ESL and WLE 

BBE 530 Latinos and Education 

 

Special note: The following doctoral level classes are 

being offered this winter and can serve as an elective. 

Other options need to be approved by the EdD Program. 

CS794 Special Topics in Curriculum: Faith, Dialogue and 

the Curriculum MO 5:30-8:45  

(optional core course for CS students) 

A&S 595 Workshop in Educational Leadership: Issues in 

Higher Ed Admin TU 5:30-8:45  

(elective approved for doctoral level) 

ECE 734: Program Design and Evaluation TH 5:30-8:45 

(core course for ECE students) 

 

2014-15 Doctoral Class Offerings 



By Melissa Bradford, CS EdD 

student 

 

 As I drove back to Chicago 

from the Midwest Comparative and 

International Education Society 

(CIES) Conference in Bloomington, 

Indiana a couple weeks ago, the 

time seemed to fly by. I believe this 

had something to do with my 

passengers: one, a DePaul EdD 

student and Catholic priest from 

Ethiopia, and the other, a DePaul 

Master’s student and lawyer from 

Spain. Like me, they had gone to 

the Midwest CIES Conference to 

present papers thanks to the 

encouragement and mentorship of 

Dr. Karen Monkman. Apropos of the 

conference theme, "Reimagining 

Internationalization: Critical 

Dialogues on Global Dimensions of 

Education" our conversation on the 

ride home included both an 

engaging discussion of the 

conference itself, and a warm 

dialogic exchange regarding our 

diverse backgrounds, families, and 

experiences.   

 All told, the DePaul University 

College of Education was well-

represented at the conference. 

Recent COE doctoral program 

graduates Ryan Bates and Shu-

Chun Yu, current COE doctoral 

students Tameka Carter-

Richardson, Ann Frkovich, Daniel 

Hasso Shashe and me, plus current 

SCFE Master’s students Carmen 

Aragonés and Jude MacDonald 

attended, along with Dr. Monkman 

and visiting scholar Dr. Doria 

Daniels from Stellenbosch 

University in South Africa. Dr. 

Monkman was the discussant for 

two sessions: Global Curriculum 

and International Experience: 

Implications for Global Competence 

with Dr. Bates, Tameka and Ann, 

and Parenting in a New Culture: 

Transnational Transitions from 

African and Latin American to the 

US and South Africa, with Carmen, 

Daniel, and Dr. Daniels. Dr. Yu 

presented “The Relationships 

among Heritage Language 

Proficiency, Ethnic Identity, and Self

-Esteem” as part of a panel on In 

China and the United States and I 

presented on “Daisaku Ikeda and 

Creative Coexistence: Applying 

Buddhist Thought to Education 

Praxis” as part of a panel on The 

Philosophy and Practice of 

Internationalization. 

 I checked in with the DePaul 

presenters to ask them to reflect on 

their experience. Dr. Bates 

commented on the insights he 

gained into his own work when 

hearing about other participants’ 

research. He writes that the 

conference “provides a means for 

you to view your own research 

through a different lens and allows 

you to think about how your 

research connects with the larger 

field of education. In addition, the 

conversations that I participated in, 

from presenting to having a meal 

with my colleagues, encouraged me 

to narrow down the focus of my 

own work.”  Carmen Aragonés also 

noted the value of interacting with 

other scholars, and appreciated 

both the knowledge she gained 

about qualitative research and 

research methods, and the 

experience of presenting her work 

on a limited amount of time. 
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DePaul COE Students Present at Midwest CIES Conference 



 Both Daniel Hasso Shashe 

and Tameka Carter-Richardson 

expressed appreciation for the 

way the conference experience 

helped them advance their 

professional goals, and remarked 

that they wished they had started 

going to conferences earlier in 

their doctoral journey. They felt 

that they gained confidence in 

their scholarly voices and like the 

others, enjoyed the opportunity to 

meet and network with other 

scholars who had similar lines of 

inquiry. 

 Ann Frkovich has presented 

at two CIES conferences in the 

past, CIES New Orleans 2013, and 

Toronto 2014, but no other DePaul 

students attended those 

conferences. She writes, “The 

beauty of the MCIES experience 

was to see an entire table of 

comparative education scholars 

from DePaul.  It was great to feel 

the support from my colleagues, 

and to talk to them about 

everything from returning to 

‘civilian life’ after you write and 

defend the dissertation, to how we 

are problem solving group work for 

our Wednesday night class.  It felt 

like the DePaul comparative 

education ‘department’ 

represented, and was here to 

stay!”  

 As for myself, I was grateful 

for the opportunity to present my 

work-in-progress at the Midwest 

CIES, and was impressed by the in-

depth and thoughtful questions 

and feedback I received from the 

discussant and the attendees in 

the session. I also enjoyed 

listening to presentations from my 

fellow DePaul colleagues, as well 

as some of the other sessions. 

Two sessions in particular stood out 

for me. The first was a presentation 

by two professors - a social scientist 

and a philosopher. They discussed 

ways in which philosophy might 

inform and address concerns of 

cultural relativism in social science. 

The second session that stands out 

in my memory was a presentation 

by University of Illinois students 

who shared various perspectives 

and research regarding the 

controversial “de-hiring” of tenured 

professor of indigenous studies 

Steven Salaita.  

 A special thanks goes out to 

Dr. Monkman for her consistent 

efforts to support the emerging 

scholarship of 

DePaul COE 

doctoral 

students, from 

encouraging us 

to submit 

proposals down 

to helping us 

arrange 

carpooling for 

the trip. If you 

are considering 

submitting a 

proposal to a 

conference, don’t hesitate to reach 

out with any questions you might 

have! (Hint Hint: Keep in mind the 

annual EDSA conference held 

every spring at DePaul, produced 

by and for DePaul EdD students.) I 

concur with the other attendees 

who found the experience of 

attending an academic conference 

to be both educationally 

stimulating and professionally 

worthwhile. My enjoyable drive 

home turned out to be icing on the 

cake, and I won’t forget the 

friendships I was able to forge and 

the insights I gained at the 

Midwest CIES conference.  

 

Midwest CIES Conference (Continued) 
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By Rhonda Stern, EDD CS Student 

 

 Whether drafting a candidacy paper or simply working 

on a paper, Ed.D students can benefit from participating in 

the writing groups sponsored by the DePaul Writing Center 

and coordinated by Melissa Bradford.  All you need are 

manuscripts, a little bit of time, and a willingness to leave 

your ego at the door.   

 Why add one more activity to an already busy 

schedule?  Our writing tutors are terrific and bring a fresh 

perspective to student work.  I’ve been participating since 

this past summer and feedback from the tutors and 

participants have helped me to better situate and unpack 

my ideas, especially after responding to questions related 

to my presented work.   Writers help other writers engage.  

As Andre Dubos once said, “I think the deeper you go into 

questions, the deeper or more interesting the questions 

get.”  So true!  Not only have those questions helped me 

improve my writing, participants have led me to pivotal 

resources and introduced me to varied writing styles.  I’ve 

thoroughly enjoyed seeing how others structure and 

advance their arguments.  Great minds don’t always think 

alike and that’s a great thing—we learn more. 

 Beyond ideation, the writers group is motivational—

deadlines help me keep going. Thus, knowing that I’m 

going to present on a particular week keeps me on track 

with my writing.  Let’s face it.  We are in a unique situation 

as doctoral students, pulled in different directions by 

career obligations, family responsibilities, and our 

behemoth dissertation.  We hear some stories about 

people who take a break or get stalled in the dissertation 

process.  As Phillip Roth once said, ‘the road to hell is 

paved with works-in-progress.”  The organizational and 

relational benefits of the writing group are critical.  My 

“cheerleaders” (our writing tutors and my colleagues 

understand the demands of a doctoral student) push me to 

get the work done and provide much needed perspective 

about what’s next. That’s because anyone can participate 

at any point in her doctoral journey.  As EdD student 

Cynthia Norbeck says, “It has been extremely encouraging 

and helpful to participate with others in a program that 

furthers our writing abilities. I feel like I’m not alone—there 

are others on the journey with me. I’ve found the Writing 

Center tutors to be knowledgeable and helpful regarding 

what to include and not include in my writing.” 

  For me, it was great to hear about folks working 

on their candidacy papers last summer, though I’m far 

from it.  N.B.:  the writing staff is ready, willing, and able to 

support any project related to our studies, regardless of 

where you are in the program.  One week, staff helped us 

out with oral presentations, and another time, I benefited 

greatly from mapping out my ideas with tutors Edward and 

Hannah. Writing Center tutor Hannah Lee says, 

"Facilitating the College of Education doctoral program 

writing group continues to be a collaborative delight; 

helping invested writers with their writing process opens up 

new ways to think, articulate, and ultimately, share 

complex ideas."  

 Just one more point:  participating in the writing group 

gives us more practice defending our work and that’s a key 

part of the doctoral path.  Sometimes it’s tough to take 

critical feedback, but the goal is to make us better—and 

clearer—thinkers and writers.   The door is open and writing 

stuff and doctoral participants are positioned to help 

“save” or flesh out any draft.  Take time to stop by to meet 

interesting colleagues and learn to stay on task!   Need 

more information?  Contact Melissa Bradford, 

mbradfo5@depaul.edu. 

Can this “draft” be saved: DePaul writing groups can meet this 

challenge and more 
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Hannah assists Cynthia in mapping out ideas for her 

candidacy paper. 

Rhonda incorporates feedback on a project. 
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Dr. Peter Gray and The Purposes of Play: Insights from Evolutionary Psychology 
 
 In an event cosponsored by the EdD Program and the Department of Teacher 

Education, Boston College professor and author Dr. Peter Gray spoke at DePaul University 

on Tuesday, October 14. Gray outlined the purposes of play in humans from an evolutionary 

psychology perspective, tracing the role play has in both young mammals and young 

humans, noting that both practice species-specific skills in play, but that humans also 

practice culturally-acquired skills. He pointed out that evolutionarily speaking, the human 

species has existed for most of its time in hunter-gatherer bands, which provides a rationale 

for investigating hunter-gatherer child-rearing practices that have been naturally selected 

for over time. He found that children and teenagers in hunter-gatherer cultures were 

“allowed unlimited freedom for self-directed play and exploration“, and that hunter-gatherer 

parents operated on the assumption that children would naturally educate themselves. 

 Dr. Gray went on to describe studies he had conducted at a democratically-run school in Massachusetts known as the 

Sudbury Valley School, where children aged 4 to 18 are fully age-mixed and “educate themselves, mostly through self-

directed play and exploration.” Studies of graduates have confirmed that the students are not only able to succeed at least 

equally as well as conventionally-educated students, but also that they commonly go into careers that are natural 

extensions of the activities they “played” at while at the school. Gray drew parallels to hunter-gatherer bands, arguing that 

the optimal context for self-education in accord with our hunter-gatherer nature is one like the Sudbury Valley School, 

where the social expectation is that learning is the children’s responsibility, not the adults’, that 

children should have unlimited freedom explore and pursue interests and play freely with the 

tools of the culture in an age-mixed environment, and that adults should be caring helpers, 

rather than evaluators.  Gray then detailed the many ways children learn through play, 

including physical, intellectual, social/moral and emotional development. Finally, he pointed 

out the significant correlations between the drastic decline of play and the rise of social and 

emotional disorders in children, suggesting that lack of play contributes to the five– to eight-

fold rise in depression and anxiety disorders, decline in internal locus of control, increased 

narcissism, and decreased empathy seen in US children today. For further information, see Dr. 

Gray’s most recent (2013) book, Free to learn:  Why unleashing the instinct to play will make 

our children happier, more self-reliant, and better students for life.  

 

Dr. Doria Daniels and The Use of Visual Methods in Research with Vulnerable Populations 
 
 The EdD program recently hosted a brown bag lecture by visiting scholar Dr. Doria 

Daniels. Daniels, a full professor in the Department of Educational Psychology at 

Stellenbosch University in South Africa, explained her use of visual research methods 

with vulnerable populations as a method of creatively accessing data she might not 

typically be able to access. Dr. Daniels articulated the need for such approaches when 

researching populations who may speak a different language, may not have had access 

to formal education, may be disabled, or might in other ways be not fully represented 

through textual research due to the lens of the researcher which determines what criteria 

is valid or not valid. She then shared three research studies she has conducted where 

visual methods complemented her research in powerful ways. 

 In the first case Daniels shared, one of the methods she used to investigate the way women 

functioned as community builders in informal settlements was to give her subjects disposable 

cameras. The photos the women took captured data that was unanticipated by the researchers. A 

second use of visual methods was the use of drawings with children who had experienced a trauma. 

The children had become uncommunicative after the trauma, but once they drew about the 

experience, it opened conversations and provided unexpected insights. A final example Daniels 

shared was personal collages created by children with disabilities. What was remarkable was that 

none of the collages indicated disability in any way, whereas typically research is framed by the 

disability. Daniels concluded by suggesting that the unique character of the visual allows for 

repositioning of the researcher and creation of dialogic, exploratory spaces within research.  

Recent EdD Programming Events 

Dr. Peter Gray 

Dr. Doria Daniels 



Institute for Daisaku Ikeda 

Studies opens at COE,  

provides resources for 

students 

Reprinted from LLC News Fall 2014  
 

On April 25, 2014, Dr. Paul Zionts, Dean of the College 

of Education, formally announced the establishment of 

the DePaul University Institute for Daisaku Ikeda 

Studies in Education. The Institute for Daisaku Ikeda 

Studies in Education is the first such university-affiliated 

institute in the United States, in North America, and in 

the Anglophone academy worldwide (there are over 40 

similar institutes in Argentina, China, Denmark, Japan, 

Taiwan and other countries). The Institute’s purpose is 

to research the educational philosophies and practices 

of Daisaku Ikeda (b. 1928), Josei Toda (1900-1958) 

and Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871-1944), as well as to 

provide workshops and symposia on these to students, 

educators, counselors, academics, and educational 

leaders in the greater Chicago area. Dr. Jason Goulah, 

Associate Professor of Bilingual-Bicultural Education, 

has been appointed the Institute’s director. 

 

As the founder of a network of 14 Soka schools across 

seven countries in Asia and the Americas, as founder of 

six institutes of peace, culture and educational research 

across three countries in Asia, Europe and the U.S., as a 

prolific educational philosopher, and as an engaged 

advocate for truly human education, Daisaku Ikeda has 

demonstrated excellence in both professional service 

and interpretive scholarship relating Makiguchi’s and 

Toda’s approach of soka, or “value-creating,” pedagogy 

to practice in and outside the context of schooling. 

Because of Ikeda’s efforts in these areas, value-creating 

pedagogy has gone from being practiced solely by 

Makiguchi, Toda and few colleagues in 1930s Japan to 

becoming one of Japan’s most internationally practiced 

educational approaches, and Dr. Ikeda himself has 

become the focus of extensive scholarship globally and 

the recipient of over 350 honorary doctorates and 

professorships. 

 

Makiguchi was an elementary school teacher and 

principal who theorized value-creating pedagogy in The 

System of Value-Creating Pedagogy (1930-34), which 

Josei Toda edited and published. In The System of Value

-Creating Pedagogy, Makiguchi argued that the aim and 

purpose of education should match that of life—

happiness. Makiguchi was teaching at a time of 

increasingly militarized education in Japan and thus 

reconceptualized the neo-Kantian value system 

(truth·good·beauty) into a practical educational 

philosophy of value creation (gain·good·beauty), 

asserting that education should seek to foster 

independent and contributive global citizens, not 

subjects of a militarizing and colonizing state. He and 

Toda were imprisoned as thought criminals for such 

ideas and practice; and Makiguchi died in prison.  

 

Born in Tokyo in 1928, Ikeda was among the first 

generation of students educated under Japan’s 

militarized wartime (1931–1945) indoctrination 

system, and he experienced firsthand the human loss, 

anguish, and turmoil of a nation at war. His educational 

practice and scholarship stem from an earnest desire to 

respond to the overwhelming concerns he has grappled 

with since childhood about the forces that ravaged his 

youth and family life, namely, What is the proper way to 

live? What is true patriotism? What is the criterion of 

good and evil? What is the correct relationship between 

education, power, and political authority? At age 19, 

Ikeda encountered Josei Toda and knew instantly that 

he could trust Toda for resisting the military state. Ikeda 

quit school to work for and to be privately tutored by 

Toda, what Ikeda now calls “Toda University.” With 

Toda, Ikeda experienced firsthand the impact of a 

teacher on a learner’s life, and this one-to-one, life-to-

life relationship manifested for him the fullest sense of 

human education. Thus, Ikeda stated in a 1996 speech 

at Teachers College, Columbia University, “students’ 

lives are not changed by lectures, but by people,” and “It 

is my abiding conviction that it is the teacher dedicated 

to serving students, and not the inanimate facility, the 

makes a school” (Thoughts on Education for Global 

Citizenship, 1996).  

 

Toda’s influence on Ikeda is particularly strong with 

regard to the latter’s focus on education. It was Toda’s 

“constant and impassioned plea” for a type of 

Above: Dr. Goulah and students in front of the Institute for 

Daisaku Ikeda Studies    photo credit: Kevin Quin 



education that would liberate humanity from war 

toward “an eternally unfolding humanitarian quest” 

that led Ikeda to consider education as “the final and 

most crucially important undertaking of my 

life” ((Thoughts on Education for Global Citizenship, 

1996). It was also Toda who sparked the flame in 

Ikeda’s heart to establish Soka schools to actualize on 

a large scale the practice he experienced personally 

with Toda.  

 

Faculty and students in all programs will benefit—and 

have already benefitted—from engagement with the 

institute and its research. A number of DePaul master’s 

and doctoral students have presented their on-going 

research in Ikeda and Makiguchi studies at national 

and international conferences of the American 

Educational Research Association and the American 

Educational Studies Association. DePaul has hosted 

symposia on the ideas and practices of Makiguchi and 

Ikeda, which were attended by over 400 faculty, 

students, and members of the community. On January 

14, 2014, the Institute for Daisaku Ikeda Studies in 

Education will hold its official public opening with an 

inaugural lecture by Dr. Larry Hickman, Director of the 

Center for Dewey Studies and Professor of Philosophy 

at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, and Dr. Jim 

Garrison, Professor of Philosophy at Virginia Tech 

University. Drs. Hickman and Garrison will speak about 

their recently published dialogue with Ikeda, Living as 

Learning: John Dewey in the 21st Century (Dialogue 

Path Press, 2014). The event is free and open to the 

public.  

 

Perhaps most encouraging, we’re hearing from 

inservice teachers and school leaders who have studied 

Ikeda’s and Makiguchi’s ideas in their DePaul classes, 

such as Creativity and Critical Thinking—Vygotsky, 

Bakhtin, Makiguchi and Ikeda and Faith, Dialogue and 

the Curriculum: Dewey, Freire, Bakhtin, Ikeda and 

Education in the Post-9/11 Global Context, that they 

experience more resilience as practitioners. We’re 

finding they are demonstrating what we might call 

‘teacher grit.’ In a field where teachers are leaving, on 

average, within the first five years, many of our teacher 

candidates identify with these philosophies as a font of 

strength. Because it’s am empowering pedagogy, it 

helps them stay engaged and continue to engage their 

students in new ways of thinking. The Institute for 

Daisaku Ikeda Studies in Education has an extensive 

collection of works on and by Ikeda, Toda and 

Makiguchi, in both English and Japanese, including 

Ikeda’s 150-volume abridged complete works. These 

books are available for use and can be accessed by 

arrangement with the institute office.  

     Course Highlight: Workshop in Educational Leadership 
 

 During the upcoming Winter Quarter, The Educational Leadership Program is offering a new course titled 

A&S 595 Workshop in Educational Leadership: Administrative Issues in Higher Education. A discussion driven 

course, A&S 595 blends lecture and peer analysis into the weekly sessions. The course meets on Tuesday 

evenings from 5:30-8:45 PM during the 2014-2015 Winter Quarter.  This course is open to both Masters level 

students and EdD students ( EdD  students will be given an additional assignment.)  

      Fr. Anthony Dosen, C.M, Ph.D., Associate Professor for the Educational Leadership program, is offering this 

course with the intent to provide students with topics that suit their interests and professional goals within the 

realm of higher education. Students’ areas of interest will be woven into the course content. 

       A&S 595 gives students who are interested in working in non-faculty positions the opportunity to reflect on 

major aspects of the collegiate experience from an administrative perspective. The course takes a 

comprehensive and historical look at higher education in both the public and private sector. Specifically, the 

coursework looks at higher education from the perspective of context, institution, students, faculty, finances, 

curriculum and outcomes.  

       In addition, A&S 595 examines the culture of higher education and its unique 

governance structures; moreover, it provides information on how to navigate the higher 

educational system. The course will also speak to the religious moorings of an influential 

sector of higher education institutions.  

      Extensive readings generate a large portion of the assignments. Students will show their 

understanding of the readings by engaging in rich and thought-provoking discussions. 

Students may also share professional connections, along with their analysis, to weekly 

readings throughout the winter term. 

      Enthusiastic about the upcoming course, Fr. Dosen believes “students will receive a solid 

introduction to the organizational, leadership and governance structures of higher education 

systems in the United States.”   Dr. Anthony Dosen 
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Faculty Spotlight—Dr. Joby Gardner 

 Joby Gardner, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor and 

Director of the Curriculum Studies Master’s and Doctoral 

programs in the Department of Leadership, Language and 

Curriculum. Dr. Gardner specializes in education of non-

traditional students like high school returners and 

formerly incarcerated young people, and also studies 

teacher leadership and teacher professional collaboration. 

Having taught various grade levels in California and 

Louisiana, Gardner’s experiences working with non-

traditional students in the justice system influenced his 

decision to start his current participatory action research 

project in collaboration with Chicago Public Schools’ Office 

of Educational Options. He also works with students at 

Peace & Education Coalition Alternative High School and 

Nancy B. Jefferson School at the Cook County Juvenile 

Temporary Detention Center.  

 Before coming to DePaul, Dr. Gardner worked with 

high school returners and some formerly incarcerated 

youth as Education Director at the Howard Area 

Leadership Academy, an alternative school affiliated with 

the Howard Area Community Center located on the far 

north side of Chicago that offered several youth 

development services. After overseeing various projects 

and initiatives there for seven years, Dr. Gardner decided 

to devote his time to teaching, research, and program 

leadership which led to a full-time position at DePaul.  

 The Peace & Education project aims to identify and 

examine the challenges of incarcerated youth who are 

considering or attempting to go back to school. Dr. 

Gardner hopes that sharing the personal stories of 

struggles often faced by these youth will contribute to 

movements to reform juvenile and criminal justice and 

education throughout Chicago to get low level and non-

violent young people out of jails and back into school.   

 “Most of the research involved individual and focus 

group interviews of young people struggling to return to 

school or stay in school, with youth researchers serving as 

interviewers,” says Dr. Gardner. “We also interviewed 

police officers, teachers, probation officers, community 

leaders, and parents over the course of the year. Right 

now I’m working on analyzing the data we have to develop 

new pathways and supports for these students and their 

families as they seek to complete high school.”  

 Dr. Gardner explains that his experience working with 

incarcerated and formerly incarcerated youth through the 

Peace & Education project has been very rewarding. He 

says the young people have taught him a lot about 

determination and resilience and he hopes that working 

as researchers on the project has provided them some 

additional motivation to keep pursuing an education 

despite the many obstacles they face. 

 “It is not easy because the young 

people are often entirely on their own 

and trying to go juggle so many parts 

of their life,” says Dr. Gardner. “As an 

educator, I have always believed in 

the power of education to change 

lives, and as a country, we believe in 

opportunities for all. For many of 

these young people, opportunity and 

education are not easily exercised realities.” 

Outside of the classroom, Dr. Gardner also coordinates 

workshops and meetings with the Teachers’ Inquiry 

Project (TIP). Started with colleagues at Francis Parker 

School, the goal of TIP is to improve the sustainability of 

teaching as a career by creating a support system with 

teachers at various stages in their career. 

 “We lose half of our teachers in the first five years in 

the profession, and that’s a terrible waste of talent when 

those teachers leave,” says Dr. Gardner. “We wanted to 

provide a space where teachers could grow professionally 

as well as emotionally and even spiritually. TIP is a 

teacher-driven form of professional development—by 

teachers and for teachers.” 

 At TIP workshops, teachers meet in small groups to 

look at samples of student work, share accounts of their 

classroom practice, and discuss short pieces of research, 

literature, and poetry about teaching and the democratic 

mission of schools. By sharing each other’s experiences, 

TIP serves as a way for teachers to recharge after facing 

the day-to-day pressures of school life. 

 A major aspect of Dr. Gardner’s teaching at DePaul 

includes helping his students reflect and act on the civic 

and democratic roles of schools. He incorporates his 

experiences working with juveniles and other teaching 

professionals into his coursework. Dr. Gardner ultimately 

wants students in his classes to connect with class 

material on a personal level. 

 “As educators, we’re charged with a moral 

responsibility to help our students understand their own 

agency or power to be involved in shaping their 

communities,” Dr. Gardner indicates. “When I look at 

research or writing with groups of students, I really want to 

make sure they consider the direct implications of the 

work for their own lives.” 

 When he is away from the classroom and not busy 

with research projects, Dr. Gardner enjoys spending time 

with his wife and three children. He also spends time at 

the gym to energize, with swimming and biking being his 

favorite activities.  
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EDD Office Equipment Available for Checkout 

 The EDD program office has just purchased two new foot controls to assist students who are transcribing interviews. 

The foot controls are compatible with PCs and Macs, and allow the operator to pause, rewind and forward hands-free. A 

transcription program (such as the free program available through www.fortherecord.com) must be installed to operate 

the foot control. Save time—check out our foot control! 

 Additional equipment available for check-out include a microcassette recorder/hand 

microphone/foot control/listening device set, a webcam, speakers, a USB desktop 

microphone, a digital voice recorder, and a digital camera. Please contact the EDD office at 

eddprogram@depaul.edu if you would like to check out equipment as part of your 

classroom or dissertation research. 
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Sample Dissertation Timeline for Full-Time Students 

Wondering about the dissertation process? In order to give students a better picture of how the various steps of the 

doctoral dissertation process at DePaul fit together, the EdD office has created a sample timeline (below). This sample 

shows how milestones can fit together for students who are on a full-time schedule and are striving to complete their 

dissertation within a certain timeframe. Suggested deadlines are for students who are aiming for a June graduation. This 

“ambitious” sample timeline is only an example: you will create your own timeline with your dissertation chair and 

committee once you have chosen them.  



The doctoral program in education at DePaul University, founded in 1998, develops educators who: 

 Support diversity 

 Promote positive transformation 

 Integrate inquiry, theory, and practice 

 Consider multiple perspectives 

 Exhibit Vincentian personalism 

 Function as life-long learners 

 

DePaul’s EdD Program trains its students to become urban professional multicultural educators, who bring 

knowledge and understanding, skills, dispositions, appropriate attitudes, and above all, judgment to their roles 

as educators. For teachers, school counselors, and educational leaders, exercising good judgment involves not 

just knowledge of teaching, learning, and of subject matter content, but also understanding the social and 

cultural contexts in which teaching and learning take place and the role of education in the lives of individuals 

and in society. It also entails a solid knowledge base of ever-changing methodologies, technologies and 

resources. 

There are three concentrations within the EdD Program: Curriculum Studies, Early Childhood Education, and 

Education Leadership. Each regards a different aspect of the field of education, but all from the viewpoint of the 

urban professional multicultural educator. 

Part of the College of Education, the EdD Program is located at DePaul’s Lincoln Park Campus. The College of 

Education currently serves about 2,300 students, preparing educators at both the graduate and undergraduate 

levels in a variety of programs. 
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